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TOP TRENDS IN 
HIGHER ED TECH

In our series tackling the top 2018 IT Issues in Higher Ed, according to the Educause 
Review; we discuss how CWU has taken on the task to exceed industry standards by 
implementing comprehensive systems in Information Technology. 

One of the biggest challenges facing higher education IT at the moment is creating 
synergy with the entire campus community – from the president to a student who’s 
entering the system. With so many updates and upgrades, putting together a cohesive, 
institution-wide IT strategy can be a lot to handle for some college IT and IS 
departments. However, CWU’s own IS department has taken the ideas of instituting a 
comprehensive IS strategy for the entire institution into its hands and has found ultimate 
success. 

By implementing a ‘no worry zone’ policy and practice; IS has established itself as just 
that: an entity where people do not have to fret about their technology going  on the 
fritz. By sending out updates when something DOES go wrong, and then fixing the 
problem efficiently, IS’s dedication to a ‘no worry zone’ extends itself to the rest of the 
university – and through this, effective communication is key. 

Because, in perspective, the function of Information Services isn’t just to ensure 
updated access to key technologies – it’s also to ensure that communication can be 
facilitated amongst the entire institution with ease and without worry. Whether that be 
updating a grade book, or letting a potential student know they can attend the 
university, internal university communication hinges on Information Services being the 
no-worry zone it is. 

This is why strategic goals across the campus are instrumental – communication 
through IS channels is so much easier if everyone is on the same page. And with great 
pride does IS say that their work creates a cohesive, institution-wide IT strategy to align 
with university wants and needs.  

Information Services

also has options for

mobile - increasing

their ability to provide

strategic outreach to

all stakeholders.
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TECH FOCUS:
Virus scandals are a huge topic right now – from the 
WannaCry virus to the city of Atlanta considering paying 
$50,000 to unlock their systems due to the SamSam 
ransomware, there has been an ongoing emphasis in 
protecting against Ransomware in all IT fields. The first piece 
of Ransomware popped up on computers in 2009, 
demanding a monetary amount be paid to the hacker to 
unlock access to files on a computer. Even in some cases, 
after the ransom is paid, the files remain locked. This uptick 
in potentially harmful computer software – especially with 
software such as WannaCry that destroy encrypted files after 
a specific amount of time. 

Ransomware is one of the bigger threats in the landscape 
right now; especially because ransomware effects so many 
different users – from someone who opened a wrong email 
at home to the entire Atlanta government. 

Take general safety precautions when dealing with 
prevention of ransomware – have a reliable antivirus installed 
on your computer, make sure to update your system 
whenever prompted, and backup your files frequently: 
whether that means keeping them on a remote disk or a 
cloud server. Set a time aside in your week to do 
comprehensive backup of any important files: if you do this, 
in the worst case scenario, if you do lose access to your files, 
you’ll only be set back a week. 

If ransomware does pop up on your computer, you have a 
few steps to take. First of all, never pay the ransom. If you’re 
operating on a computer connected to a network (a school 
or work computer), alert your IS or IT department about your 
computer being infected by ransomware; they should be 
able to tackle your problem, especially if you have been 
periodically backing up your files. 

On the other hand, if you are using a home computer; if 
possible, run the anti-virus and see if it can uninstall it – if not 
possible, reboot your computer back to factory mode, and 
the virus should be gone. Reload the files you saved on your 
external drive or cloud onto your computer. 
Ransomware is only a problem if you’re unprepared – 
making sure to be proactive in backing up files and keeping 
an antivirus is imperative in continued internet safety. 

RANSOMWARE 
IS ONLY A 

PROBLEM IF 
YOU ARE NOT 

PREPARED

RANSOMWARE CRASH COURSE
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BOUILLON NEIGHBORHOOD: 
THE REGISTRAR

In continuation of the Bouillon Neighborhood series, this month Information Services 
decided to sit down and have a chat with Registrar Services about their recent move into 
Bouillon and how they fit into the community environment of the building. 

One of the biggest partnerships for Information Services is Registrar Services. 

The CWU Registrar’s Office #1 focus is making sure that students are supported through 
their academic journey.  Their work follows students from the initial evaluation of transfer 
work to their post-grad life. This is a trajectory similar to Information Services, reflecting a 
multifaceted web of interactions within the Bouillon neighborhood. 

Registrar Services is currently working with the Director of Executive Events and the 
Commencement Committee  towards Spring commencement – arguably their busiest 
time of year.  Putting together graduation ceremonies across the state of Washington 
takes time and effort.  Registrar Services has taken it in stride, coordinating with 
Information Services in changes in 
technology to make graduation run more smoothly. Pieces of technology such as 
“Marching Order”, and technological upgrades for the Kent graduation ceremony come 
from strategic partnerships 
within the Bouillon Neighborhood. 

The mission of Registrar Services is to support students from point A to point B, is a 
wonderful fit into the Bouillon Neighborhood; and Information Services is proud to call 
them a neighbor.  

DID YOU KNOW:
BEFORE IT'S CURRENT NAME, WIFI WAS 
KNOWN AS 'FLANKSPEED', 'DRAGONFLY' 
AND 'WaveLAN'
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STUDENT CORNER: 

It’s that time of year again – when college students see the 
light at the end of the tunnel when it comes to their 
summer break. Whether you’re a graduating senior looking 
for a trip to kick off your successful degree; or a Freshman 
looking for something different to spice up your summer, 
travelling is a popular choice for college students over the 
summer months. There’s contention, though, with the cost 
of travel – it’s just cheaper to stay home. But with these tips 
and tech, you can make an experience-rich experience 
have a pretty small bill. 

Choose off-season travel 
Take advantage of places that aren’t too busy during the 
scorching summer months – a great way to develop a tan 
AND save a couple dollars. Destinations a tad closer to the 
equator, like Mexico or Puerto Rico, have relatively 
inexpensive ticket prices compared to the peak times of 
Spring Break. A round trip flight to San Juan, Puerto Rico 
during early September clocks in at just over $300 when 
you use the right discount websites and choose less- 
popular flight times. Websites like Skyscanner can get you 
the best deals. 

Take advantage of rewards 
Parents have an airline credit card? Have miles banked up 
from family trips cross-country? Take strategic advantage 
of your family’s rewards for travelling – if your 
grandparents have a time share, see if it’d be feasible for 
you to wiggle your way into staying there. Any perks you 
have – whether it be where to stay, or how to travel; are 
ultimate benefits in keeping the cost down. Sign up for 
online newsletters that let you know how to get airline 
miles, and stay vigilant for watching for flight deals sent 
out to loyal customers. 

Coordinate with friends 
Getting friends to split an AirBnB instead of staying at a 
hotel is a great choice – splitting the cost of housing while 
you’re travelling is a great way to mitigate the expenses 
that come with not being home. Splitting a grocery bill 
when arriving, for example, is much more cost-efficient 
than visiting a restaurant  where everyone is getting their 
own dish. Look for thrifty options that’ll let you soak up the 
sun more efficiently! 

TECH-Y STEPS TO HUNT FOR THE BEST DEAL THIS 
SUMMER BREAK
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UPCOMING EVENTS!

INTERNET EVOLUTION

On March 29, the sound of ringing telephones returned to Beck Hall again as the 
phone lines were set free from Internet traffic by the Ethernet. Since then, Meisner 
Hall has also been connected to the Ethernet. 

I love it, it’s great being able to ttalk to someone on the phone and surg the net at 
the same time, downloading MP3’s and doing research,” Jason Buckner, resident 
advisor at Beck Hall, said. 

The activation of Beck’s Ethernet represent the beginning of the end of a process 
which began last September. Terry Niles, manager of operating resource 
management computing, said Ethernet allows a person to do everything faster, 
whether it be loading web sites, downloading files, or transmitting files from place 
to place. It also provides students with a constant connection to the internet. 

“As long as the computer is turned on, it’s connected to the internet,” Niles said. 

Changing from modems to Ethernet provides another advantage to the students 
living in residence halls with roommates that have computers. All of the 
roommates can surf the Web at the same time because Ethernet has been installed 
with one connection per student instead of one connection per room. 

Rob Chrisler, director of operations and resource management, said Central will 
have residence halls connected to the Ethernet by next fall, beginning with the 
Basettis (Beck, Meisner, Davies, and Sparks Halls) and spreading from there. 
As of April 3, 26 students were using Ethernet on campus.  

Dial-up modems; used before Ethernet was a 
reality, are now a relic of the past. Even now, 
Wi-Fi is a more popular choice for college 
students. 

Find out how much the internet culture on campus has changed since 2000 through 
this exert from CWU Student Newspaper "The Observer"

 ALL FRIDAYS
VR FRIDAY!

5/17-5/18
SOURCE



CONTACT US!
CWU INFORMATION SERVICES

PHONE: 509-963-2333 
 

EMAIL: SERVICEDESK@CWU.EDU 
 

TWITTER: @INFOSERVICESCWU

OUR MISSION:
The mission of Information Services is to provide the information 

systems and services necessary for all departments to achieve their 
objectives and the objectives of the university, and to establish an 

information environment that embraces sustainability, stewardship 
and provides a comprehensive vision for the future. 

READ MORE AT:
CWU.EDU/IS
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